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Courier Mail: Local Government survey shows transport, housing concern

MOST people in southeast Queensland have serious concerns about the State
Government's approach to development, a major new survey says.
The findings show people doubt releasing more land for development will solve the
problem of housing affordability, and they believe the Bligh Government's response to
transport problems are a Band-aid solution.

Herald Sun: World focuses on economy, not climate

WHAT effect will the global financial crisis have on tackling climate change? Professor
Ross Garnaut warns us that humanity will be forever haunted if we fail to dramatically
reduce greenhouse pollution. If he was pessimistic during times of plenty, Garnaut must
be feeling close to nihilistic now.

Suddenly, all our headlines are about banks crumbling, markets tumbling and
governments bailing, rather than nature's pending wrath at humanity for continuing to
foul its nest.

The Australian: Dollar dive sucks up savings from oil price fall

AUSTRALIAN motorists will not reap the rewards of a global slump that has seen oil
prices fall below $US80 a barrel. The Australian dollar, which plummeted to a five-year
low last week, has wiped out any petrol price cut to consumers.

The average price of fuel in Melbourne and Sydney over the weekend was $1.48 a litre.
Federal Assistant Treasurer Chris Bowen said yesterday most of the gains motorists
might have expected were gone.

The Age: Nexus targets Crux sale by end of year

Nexus Energy Ltd says it hopes to sell a stake in the Crux liquids project by the end of
the year after Japanese group Mitsui pulled out of a planned purchase.
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Mitsui last week terminated the $US255 million ($A378.34 million) acquisition of a 25
per cent interest in the Crux project in Western Australia, citing the global financial
crisis for the decision.

Herald Sun: Sydney's transport crisis: build railways, not roads

There has been intense media speculation on the fate of New South Wales infrastructure
plans following the “discovery” of a supposed $20 billion dollar “black hole” in the NSW
budget, announced by departing treasurer Michael Costa on September 5.

The failure of ex-premier Morris Iemma’s government to force its complete electricity
privatisation agenda through parliament, it is claimed, has left the state desperately
short of funding options for Sydney’s woefully inadequate public transport system.

Voxy NZ: Greens: Time For Sustainable Infrastructure, Not Tax Cuts

The Green Party is calling for spending on sustainable infrastructure to be brought
forward in response to the global financial crisis - but is opposed to further dead-end
spending on new motorways.

"Supporting the domestic economy by investing in infrastructure rather than tax cuts
makes sense. Infrastructure spending leaves a legacy and supports the economy in a
time of uncertainty," Green Party Co-Leader Russel Norman says. "However, it is
essential that spending is for sustainable infrastructure - or we will get caught up once
again in the 'growth for its own sake' mentality.

Stuff.co.NZ: Bus lanes put on hold

A plan for Queen St bus lanes has been shelved after Auckland City Council spent
$75,000 on proposals, reports and peer reviews on the project.

A further $500,000 of ratepayer cash will now be spent on a wider study into central
city transport issues.

The Age: Fielding flags changes to Fuel Watch

A key senator wants state premiers and motoring bodies to give their approval before a
national Fuel Watch scheme is established.

The federal government is hoping the seven balance-of-power senators give their
support to the scheme when the upper house debates enabling legislation on Tuesday.
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